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Mana, Infinite Health 100 000 Aug 19, 2016 F1 - Active Trainer F2 - Infinite Health F3. Skill Cooldown F5 - Infinite Devotion Points F6 - Add Cash 100 000 Special Mission - 1 9 Baby A: Used to extract AMULET information. Baby A is in a plant-like form, with yellow leaf green. Baby B: Trainer that has an ability to summon up allies. Baby B is in the form of a horse, with

purple body, purple eyes, and a purple streak. He has an ability to summon up allies and has an ability to increase the HP of allies. Baby C: Used to extract AMULET information. Baby C is in a plant-like form, with yellow leaf green. Baby D: Used to extract AMULET information. Baby D is in the form of a pony, with white body, white eyes, and white streaks. She has an ability to
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On Elia 2, these commands are used in menus and on the recap screen. Platforms This section is
current as of June 26, 2019. Affects in Paradise update The update that added the event "Affects in
Paradise" to the game on May 8, 2016, has affected the commands for EA trainers. Missions 5, 6, 7
and 8, which are all tied to "Affects in Paradise," are the only missions that have given rewards for the
commands. a6 - Gift requires EA Trainer Gift for every day, can be collected from GHOSTS in
multiplayer with a shared EA task. ao1 - Gift for every day, requires Farmer EA task, can be collected
from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared EA task. aa1 - Gift for every day, requires Farmer EA
task, can be collected from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared EA task. Affects in Paradise event
The Affects in Paradise event, which was introduced in the update that added the "Affects in
Paradise" event to the game on May 8, 2016, has affected the commands for EA trainers. Missions 5,
6, 7 and 8, which are all tied to "Affects in Paradise," are the only missions that have given rewards
for the commands. a6 - Gift requires EA Trainer Gift for every day, can be collected from GHOSTS
in multiplayer with a shared EA task. ao1 - Gift for every day, requires Farmer EA task, can be
collected from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared EA task. aa1 - Gift for every day, requires
Farmer EA task, can be collected from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared EA task. a7 - Gift
requires EA Trainer Gift for every day, can be collected from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared
EA task. ao2 - Gift for every day, requires Farmer EA task, can be collected from GHOSTS in
multiplayer with a shared EA task. aa2 - Gift for every day, requires Farmer EA task, can be collected
from GHOSTS in multiplayer with a shared EA task. Affects in Paradise event The Affects in
Paradise event, which was introduced in the update that added the "Affects in Paradise" event to the
game on May 8, 2016, has affected the 1cb139a0ed
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